ABSTRACT: This study assesses whether eleven factors associate with higher impact research: individual, institutional and international collaboration; journal and reference impacts; abstract readability; reference and keyword totals; paper, abstract and title lengths. Authors may have some control over these factors and hence this information may help them to conduct and publish higher impact research. These factors have been previously researched but with partially conflicting findings. A simultaneous assessment of these eleven factors for Biology & Biochemistry, Chemistry and Social Sciences used a single negative binomial-logit hurdle model estimating the percentage change in the mean citation counts per unit of increase or decrease in the predictor variables. The journal Impact Factor was found to significantly associate with increased citations in all three areas. The impact and the number of cited references and their average citation impact also significantly associate with higher article citation impact. Individual and international teamwork give a citation advantage in Biology & Biochemistry and Chemistry but inter-institutional teamwork is not important in any of the three subject areas. Abstract readability is also not significant or of no practical significance. Among the article size features, abstract length significantly associates with increased citations but the number of keywords, title length and paper length are insignificant or of no practical significance. In summary, at least some aspects of collaboration, journal and document properties significantly associate with higher citations. The results provide new and particularly strong statistical evidence that the authors should consider publishing in high impact journals, ensure that they do not omit relevant references, engage in the widest possible team working, when appropriate, and write extensive abstracts. A new finding is that whilst is seems to be useful to collaborate and to collaborate internationally, there seems to be no particular need to collaborate with other institutions within the same country.
Introduction
During an academic career, scholars make numerous choices about the type of research to conduct, how to present their research, and where to submit it for publication. It seems logical that researchers should aim to conduct the highest possible impact research in order to make the most of their talents and opportunities. Whilst the key decisions for this aim are likely to be specific to the topics researched, there are some more peripheral factors that are nevertheless relevant and that academics may also need to consider in order to maximise the impact of their efforts.
Citation counts are widely acknowledged as the main scientific research impact indicator and empirical studies have been carried out to seek associations between citation counts and various objective and easily measurable properties of research. These include the impact of the publishing journal (Boyack & Klavans, 2005) , collaboration (Gazni & Didegah, 2010) , the interdisciplinarity of the article references (Larivière & Gingras, 2010) , the number and impact of references (Boyack & Klavans, 2005) , and the size of the related field (Lovaglia, 1989) . Thus, authors seeking to maximise the impact of their research may write more clear titles and abstracts and may also be particularly careful to ensure that their literature review does not miss any relevant highly cited papers. More generally, if they wish to conduct high impact research then they may also seek to engage in collaborations (hence generating more co-authors). Presumably, attempts to artificially manipulate these factors, such as by adding honorary international authors or irrelevant high impact interdisciplinary references, would not work since factors associating with higher citations presumably reflect underlying properties of research rather than surface features of an article. Nevertheless, knowledge of important factors may naturally push authors towards higher impact types of research, for example by looking to expand their collaboration network, by being open to interdisciplinary research influences, and by paying particular attention to relevant research in high impact international journals (e.g., rather than national research).
This study examines whether research collaboration, journal and reference impact, abstract readability, and article size attributes affect citation counts. These factors are at least to some extent under the control of the authors and so it would be useful to know whether researchers should pay attention to them to ensure that their research has the greatest possible impact. Research collaboration has been frequently analysed (Sooryamoorthy, 2009 ) and the other factors have also been examined (Zhao, 2010; Gazni, 2011 ) but they have not been examined simultaneously for multiple research fields using an optimal statistical model. This is an important omission because non-simultaneous tests may identify apparently important factors that have no effect when other factors are controlled. van Raan (1998) criticises the claim that a theory is needed for citation analysis and suggests replacing the theory with a feasible model that provides a possible approximation of reality. This study also helps to address this goal with its new, more integrated statistical model.
Literature review
As introduced above, research citation impact has been shown to be related to a number of objective factors, such as research collaboration, choice of journal, and properties of the article itself. This review does not consider article type as a factor, even though review articles are known to attract more citations (Aksnes, 2003) , because it is concerned with primary research outputs. It also does not consider another factor, author reputation (Peters & van Raan, 1994) , because this is presumably influenced by conducting high impact research and so is not a factor that authors can consider for individual articles.
Research collaboration
Multi-author research has become more common (Gazni, Sugimoto, & Didegah, 2012; Persson, Glänzel, & Danell, 2004) and receives more citations than does solo research (Gazni & Didegah, 2010; Sooryamoorthy, 2009; Leimu & Koricheva, 2005a&b ). However, a few studies have found no correlation between more authors and increased citations (Bornmann, Schier, Marx, & Daniel, 2012; Haslam et al., 2008) . These studies' findings are often not generalizable, however because they are limited to a single country (Sooryamoorthy, 2009 ), a single institution (Gazni & Didegah, 2010) , a single field of study (Leimu & Koricheva, 2005a&b; Haslam et al., 2008) or a specific journal (Bornmann, Schier, Marx, & Daniel, 2012) . Using correlation and regression tests, positive correlations between citation counts and the number of authors have been found (Gazni & Didegah, 2010; Sooryamoorthy, 2009; Leimu & Koricheva, 2005a&b; Haslam et al., 2008) but not the extent to which the number of authors contributes to increased citations. The differences between the results of previous studies might be due to the differing samples of publications used and disciplinary differences in particular. Whereas previous studies have conducted detailed micro-level analyses, macro level studies are also needed.
International collaboration can also lead to increased citations (Sooryamoorthy, 2009; Glänzel, 2001; Glänzel & Schubert, 2001; Katz & Hicks, 1997; Narin, Stevens, & Whitlow, 1991) . Nevertheless, an investigation of Harvard University publications found no correlation between international collaboration and citation counts (Gazni & Didegah, 2010) , but Harvard may be a special case as a world-leading institution. Most studies are geographically or institutionally limited and hence are difficult to generalise. Two studies (Glänzel, 2001; Glänzel & Schubert, 2001 ) avoid this issue by taking the full Science Citation Index (SCI) during a one or two-year period. However, they do not cover social science fields. To measure the impact of international collaboration on citation counts, the simple method of comparing the mean citation for domestic collaboration with that of international collaboration is often used. This has the limitation that the difference may be spurious in the sense of being caused by factors other than the ones investigated. International collaboration seems to be particularly beneficial for small institutions (Goldfinch, Dale, & DeRouen, 2003) rather than big institutions (Gazni & Didegah, 2010) .
Institutional collaboration, which involves researchers from different institutions, also associates with higher citation impact (Gazni & Didegah, 2010; Sooryamoorthy, 2009; Narin & Whitlow, 1990) . These studies are also geographically and institutionally limited and use a simple correlation test for an association between institutional collaboration and citation counts, and so it may be that other factors explain the increased citations better than institutional collaboration.
Journal impact
High impact journals attract more attention from scholars and are therefore more visible (Haslam et al., 2008; Meadows, 1998) . This popularity may influence the visibility and impact of their articles. The impact of the publishing journal, measured by the journal impact factor (JIF), has been shown to be important for gaining attention to research papers in Demography (Van Dalen & Henkens, 2005 ). In two micro-level studies of Nanotechnology & Nanoscience and Emergency Medicine, the JIF was the most significant determinant of the number of citations to papers (Didegah & Thelwall, 2013; Callaham, Wears, & Weber, 2002) . A large scale study also found the JIF to be the most important determinant of citation impact in 17 disciplines (including Biology & Biochemistry, Chemistry and Social Sciences) out of 24 disciplines and there was a positive significant correlation between this factor and article citation counts (Boyack & Klavans, 2005) . The extent to which this factor associates with increased citations was not determined in the above studies, however, but an investigation of Biomedicine articles found the JIF to contribute to an 11% increase in the number of citations to papers (Bornmann & Daniel, 2007) .
While most studies have confirmed that the JIF significantly associates with citation counts for articles, there are some exceptions. For instance, the impact of ecological journals was not found significantly associate with the number of citations to individual articles (Leimu & Koricheva, 2005a) . The considerable variation in citation rates of articles in high impact Ecological journals may have caused this result. may be that prestige in the world's top institutions ensures that their less readable abstracts seem more impressive, whereas unreadable abstracts may be taken as a sign of incompetence for researchers at other institutions. Alternatively, less readable abstracts may associate with higher citation areas of study, such as the more quantitative fields. However, medical articles with structured abstracts, using different sections in a way that is known to be more readable (Hartley & Benjamin, 1998) , are, on average, more cited than articles with traditional unstructured abstracts (Hartley & Sydes, 1997) .
It seems that there is not a strong relationship between article readability and citation impact in three sub-fields of Social Sciences: Marketing, Psychology and Education Science (Stremersch, Verniers, & Verhoef, 2007; Hartley, Sotto, & Pennebaker, 2002; Hartley & Trueman, 1992) . Finally, three decades ago, Bottle, Rennie, Russ and Sardar (1983) claimed that the readability of articles had significantly decreased over time although the reasons for this were not clear and it is not known if this trend has continued.
Given that abstract readability and its association with research citation impact has been studied only to a limited degree, larger scale investigations are needed.
Size factors
Longer papers may likely be cited more if they have more content. A number of microstudies in different subject areas have confirmed that the more pages, the higher the number of citations to a paper. In Social and Personality Psychology, longer papers with more figures and tables are cited more often (Haslam et al., 2008) . Perhaps longer papers publish more original ideas and hence need more extensive and comprehensive explanations for different sections of the paper. The same result was found for publications in The Lancet, a leading journal in General Medicine. Longer medical papers receiving more citations also have many references and this may be another influence (Kostoff, 2007) . Medical papers with longer abstracts have also been found to receive more citations (Kostoff, 2007) whereas papers with longer titles in Psychology receive fewer citations (Haslam et al., 2008) .
Authors providing more (Haslam et al., 2008; Kostoff, 2007; Peters & van Raan, 1994 ) references attract more citations. In a comparison between four subject areas (Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry and Biology & Biochemistry), the number of references was found to positively and significantly correlate with the number of citations but the percentage increase in citations for each additional reference was not determined (Vieira & Gomes, 2010) .
Research questions
Article citation impact factors have been widely scrutinized in the previous literature but have been considered separately (and mostly within a single field) whereas, in reality, citation impact results from interactions between different factors. A simultaneous assessment of these factors will fill this gap in the literature and represent a model closer to reality. Therefore, this study seeks to simultaneously analyse several factors in three different fields of research that are representatives of three broad areas of science (Life Sciences, Physical Sciences and Social Sciences). Finally, it goes further than the simple correlation between the factors and citation impact and provides evidence of the extent to which these factors associate with increased or decreased citations. This study seeks to answer the following research questions:
1. Do journal and reference characteristics (journal impact, reference impact and total references) associate with increased citation impact? 2. Do types of research collaboration (individual, institutional and international collaboration) associate with increased citation impact? 3. Do article size attributes (article, abstract, and title length and total keywords) associate with increased citation impact? 4. Do articles with more readable abstracts receive more citations?
5. To what extent do the above factors associate with increased citation counts?
Data and methods
Papers from Biology & Biochemistry (16,058 articles), Chemistry (16,378 articles) and Social Sciences (15,932 articles) covered by Thomson Reuters' Web of Science (WoS) from 2000-2009 were extracted. Using the ScienceWatch.com list of journals classifying each journal into one of the 22 ESI (Essential Science Indicators) fields, each paper in the sample was categorised into one ESI field. Only articles and conference proceedings were included because original research is mainly published in these two types of documents (Milojević & Leydesdorff, 2013) .
Although the subject classification in WoS is journal-based, it is well-established and has frequently been used by scientometricians to classify individual papers. The three fields were picked up from a list of 22 different subject fields classified by ESI in WoS. Biology & Biochemistry was chosen as a representative for life sciences and Chemistry was chosen as a representative for physical sciences (see Nagaoka, Igami, Eto, & Ijichi (2011) for the categorization of subject fields), as they both are the largest fields (based on number of their papers) in their own category.
A limitation for the citation data in all three categories, and particularly for Social Sciences, is that different fields within each category will have different average citation levels. We chose not to normalise the citation counts (e.g., by dividing article citations by the average for their WoS subject area) in order to test the simplest model but future research could evaluate the impact of this choice.
Dependent and independent variables
The number of citations to papers is the dependent variable and the independent variables are research collaboration, abstract readability, journal and reference impact, and article size and metadata attributes. The JIF extracted from the Journal Citation Reports (JCR) was used as the indicator of journal impact. To measure reference impact, all references were matched against a dataset of all types of documents from 2000-2009. References not indexed in WoS were ignored. The average number of citations to its matched references was calculated for each paper in the dataset.
Three different patterns of research collaboration were used: individual collaboration (number of authors in each paper), institutional collaboration (number of institutions in the author affiliations of each paper) and international collaboration (number of countries in the author affiliations of each paper). The number of authors per paper was automatically counted from the WoS author names field. To identify and count institutional and international collaborations, the number of distinct institutions and countries contributing to the WoS affiliation field of each paper was automatically counted.
There are numerous formulae to measure the readability of a text but their validity is still a matter of debate. To prevent readability formula limitations affecting the results of our study, seven different readability formulae were used: Kincaid formula, Automated Readability Index (ARI), Coleman-Liau formula, Flesch Reading Ease formula, Fog Index, Lix formula, and SMOG Grading. The STYLE program was used to automatically calculate these scores (Cherry & Vesterman, 1981) . There was a significant correlation between the seven readability scores in the three fields (Tables 1-3 ). The Flesch Reading Ease Score was used since it seems to be the most popular and also has a high correlation with the other six scores (r ~0.8). The Flesch Score ranges between 0 and 100 where 0 indicates a text that is the most difficult to read and 100 represents the easiest text to read.
The length of a paper was measured by its number of pages and the length of an abstract and title was measured by the number of words.
Statistical procedures
Count models provide a structural framework for analysing count data. Given that the study dependent variable is count data (citations), these types of regression models are the most appropriate. The research data set is overdispersed (i.e., the variance of the data is greater than its mean). A Poisson regression model, the basic count model, assumes mean and variance equality (Cameron & Trivedi, 2001 ) and cannot adequately deal with overdispersed data so this option was rejected.
Initially, standard, zero-inflated and hurdle negative binomial models were considered. A standard negative binomial model is frequently used to model overdispersed data. Hurdle models seek first to determine the probability of an observation being positive or zero, and then estimate the parameters of the count distribution for positive observations. Zero-inflated models assume two types of zeros in the data: zeros which arise from a count distribution and zeros which arise from a "perfect-zero" distribution (Hilbe, 2011) . We fitted these three models on the dataset and hurdle models were found to give the best fit to the data. The hurdle model is also intuitively a good choice because it seems reasonable to assume that it is a significant hurdle for a paper to receive its first citation but after this it is more likely to be cited in the future. More citations may occur because a cited paper is listed higher in information retrieval systems (e.g., Google Scholar) or because of the endorsement of a citation reported in such systems.
There are different types of hurdle model. Logit and complementary log-log (cloglog) hurdle models were fitted on the data set and found to have identical AIC values. AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) is an indicator of the statistical goodness of fit and helps to choose between two models. The logit and cloglog models are the binary models for modelling the zero counts and specify the relationship between the predictors and the dependent variable. As the results from the logit model are easier to interpret, it was used (Hilbe, 2011) . In the negative binomial-logit hurdle model, two parameters are predicted with the negative binomial model: The overdispersion parameter and the mean of the negative binomial model. With the logit model, an odds ratio in the form of Log [P(citations>1)/P(citations=0)] is predicted.
Since the citation counts are not normalized by year of publication, we entered the publication year into both the logit and negative binomial models to control for the effect of the publication year.
Results
The results of the negative binomial-logit hurdle model provide coefficients for both the negative binomial (non-zero citation counts) and the logit (proportion of uncited papers) components of the model (Tables 4 to 6 ).
Journal Impact
With respect to the negative binomial model, the JIF significantly associates with increased citations in the three fields and most strongly in Chemistry. A unit increase in the JIF increases the mean citation count by a substantial 31.9%, 27.8%, and 15.6% in Chemistry, Social Sciences and Biology & Biochemistry, respectively. With respect to the logit model, this change significantly contributes to 88.9%, 59.1% and 38.9% decreases in the mean number of zero citations in Chemistry, Biology & Biochemistry and Social Sciences, respectively. In summary, the evidence consistently shows that higher JIFs associate with increased mean citations.
The number of references and their impact
The two article reference features, impact and number, associate with increased citation counts in the three fields. A unit increase in the average impact of an article's references associates with 0.8%, 0.5% and 0.4% increases in the mean citations to articles in Social Sciences, Biology & Biochemistry and Chemistry, respectively. Whilst this change seems to be too small to be significant, the references impact scores can have quite a wide range (e.g., 95% are in the range 0-100 in Biology & Biochemistry) and so an increase by about 50 average citations to references seems possible, in theory for a typical article. This would lead to mean citation increases for the article of 50 times larger than the above figures (i.e., 40%, 25% and 20%). In practical terms, this might mean forgetting to cite two key extremely cited articles could be very costly for the eventual impact of an article. Each additional reference also associates with 0.9%, 0.8% and 0.7% increases in the mean citations to Chemistry, Social Sciences and Biology & Biochemistry articles, respectively. These differences are potentially substantial since an author could reasonably easily add ten references to a paper through a more extensive literature review. These variables significantly associate with decreased zero citations in Social Sciences and Biology & Biochemistry. In summary, using an appropriate number of impact references will increase the likelihood of a greater citation impact for the citing article.
Research collaboration
The coefficients of the negative binomial model show that among the patterns of research collaboration, international and individual collaborations significantly associate with increased citations in Biology & Biochemistry and Chemistry. The number of countries is not a significant determinant of citation counts in Social Sciences but additional authors associate with increased citations in this field. One additional country increases the mean citation count by 8.6% and 5.5% in Chemistry and Biology & Biochemistry, respectively: for papers that are cited at least once in Chemistry, each extra country attracts, on average, 8.6% more citations. International collaboration is not significant for zero citations in Biology & Biochemistry and Social Sciences while it significantly associates with decreased zero citations in Chemistry. Each additional country associates with a 34% decrease in the mean number of zero citations in Chemistry. In summary, individual and international collaboration are the two types of research collaboration contributing to increased citation impact.
According to the negative binomial model, each additional author increases the mean number of citations by 2.9%, 1.3% and 0.9% in Social Sciences, Chemistry and Biology & Biochemistry, respectively. The results of logit models show that this variable is not significant for zero citations in Biology & Biochemistry while it significantly associates with decreased zero citations in Social Sciences and Chemistry.
Spearman correlations are moderate between the number of institutions with the number of authors and the number of countries (Tables 7, 8 & 9) . Perhaps because of collinearity, the results of the simultaneous hurdle model and the separate hurdle model for the number of institutions differ. In other words, in the analysis of the number of institutions together with the other variables, this variable associates with decreased citation counts while in a separate hurdle model for the number of institutions only, it significantly associates with increased citation counts in the three fields. The effect of this variable on citation counts was scrutinized separately in more detail. Keeping the number of authors and the number of countries constant at different values, extra hurdle models were run. In the majority of cases, the coefficient of the number of citations was not significant and the results were not consistent and varied from one number of countries to another. So the overall evidence of the impact of the number of institutions in Biology & Biochemistry is unclear (Table 10 ), but it seems that this is not an important factor.
Abstract readability
Abstract readability is a significant determinant of decreased citations in Biology & Biochemistry. A unit increase in the readability score decreases the mean citation count to 99.7% which statistically has no practical significance. Around 60% of readability scores range between 10 and 30 which is a change of 20 units. Hence, a twenty-unit increase in the readability score (i.e., from the bottom to the top of the normal range) decreases the mean citation count by only 6.1% (coef.=0.06), which is probably too small to be worth considering. No significant association was found between this variable and citation counts in Social Sciences and Chemistry. Moreover, with respect to the logit model, abstract readability is a significant determinant of zero citations in none of the fields.
Article size attributes
With respect to the negative binomial model, among the article size attributes, abstract length significantly associates with increased citations in all three fields, although its association is minor (0.2% in Social Sciences and Biology & Biochemistry and 0.1% in Chemistry). The number of keywords statistically significantly associates with decreased citations in the three fields but its association is of no practical significance. The number of keywords in the articles is 4 or 5 in about 45% of articles in all three fields. Therefore, the main unit of change in the number of keywords is one. A unit increase in the number of keywords associates with 99% decrease in the mean citation count, which is of no practical significance. Paper length is not a significant determinant of citations in Biology & Biochemistry and Social Sciences but each additional page contributes to a 2.8% increase in the mean citations for Chemistry. Title length statistically significantly associates with decreased citations in Biology & Biochemistry and Social Sciences, although its association is of no practical significance (Exponential Coefficient=99%). The number of words in the title ranges between 10 and 20 for around 70% of articles in Biology & Biochemistry and between 8 and 13 for around 50% of articles in Social Sciences. A ten-unit increase in the title length associates with a 9.4% increase in the mean citation counts in Biology & Biochemistry and a five-unit increase in this variable associates with a 7.7% increase in Social Sciences. No significant association was found between this factor and citations in Chemistry.
Spearman correlation results
Using a model to simultaneously assess the factors is one of the goals of this study that previous research has not addressed. Using Spearman correlations, the relationships between the factors and citation counts were also measured individually. Approximately the same results were found to those for the simultaneous assessment, showing that the advanced model has not uncovered any surprising relationships that were hidden by, or caused by, associations with other variables. The three research collaboration factors have a significant positive but weak correlation with citation counts. However, with respect to the negative binomial model a contradictory result was found for the number of institutions because this factor associates with decreased citations in Biology & Biochemistry and Chemistry and is not a significant determinant in Social Sciences. Multi-collinearity presumably causes this contradiction. Moreover, abstract length positively correlates with citations while there is a negative correlation between the number of keywords and citations in the three fields examined. However, with respect to the Spearman results the impact and number of references have similar correlation coefficients to the JIF and positively and significantly correlate with the number of citations.
The overdispersion parameters are significant in all three models, further justifying the negative binomial model (p for alpha<0.001).
Discussion

Journal Impact
The analysis of the factors affecting citation counts of the papers that are cited at least once indicates that the JIF is the main determinant of article citation impact in Biology & Biochemistry, Chemistry, and Social Sciences. The same result has also been found in the previous literature (Didegah & Thelwall, 2013; Boyack & Klavans, 2005; Callaham, Wears, & Weber, 2002) . Based on the results, if the JIF increases by one unit, the mean citation counts of articles in Chemistry, Social Sciences and Biology & Biochemistry increase by 31.9%, 27.8%, and 15.6%, respectively. The JIF is measured based on the current number of citations to the journal articles published over the last two years divided by the number of articles in the two years considered.
The impact and the number of references
The impact and the number of cited references are also significant determinants of increased citation impact in the three fields. The results are consistent with previous studies (Didegah & Thelwall, 2013; Bornmann, Schier, Marx, & Daniel, 2012; Haslam et al., 2008; Kostoff, 2007; Boyack & Klavans, 2005; Peters & van Raan, 1994) .
Research collaboration
Individual collaboration associates with increased citations in the three fields. Conversely, however, a study of a specific journal in Chemistry found no correlation between the number of authors and increased citation counts (Bornmann, Schier, Marx, & Daniel, 2012) . This difference may result from the difference between the micro-level and macro-level analyses or the smaller sample size for the single journal studied giving insufficient statistical power to identify the association. In addition, the number of authors has not been found to be a significant determinant of citations in social and personality psychology (Haslam, et al., 2008) . The authors believed that team-working is not necessarily a true reflection of research collaboration in this field.
International collaboration associates with increased citations in Biology & Biochemistry and Chemistry whereas it is neither a significant determinant of citation counts nor zero citations in Social Sciences. The number of countries has been significant for increased citations in the majority of previous studies except for an institutionally-limited investigation of Harvard University. This university is one of the world's top universities and it seems logical in this context that its researchers benefit more from institutional collaboration than from international collaboration (Gazni & Didegah, 2010) .With regard to the negative binomial model, no clear evidence of the number of institutions was found in the three fields examined. This variable significantly associates with increased citation counts when it is individually modelled. The multi-collinearity between the number of institutions and the two other research collaboration variables may have caused the contradictory results of the simultaneous and non-simultaneous models for this variable. Moreover, the results reveal that inter-institutional collaboration does not have the influence value of the individual and international collaboration on the article citation impact.
The contradiction between the results of this study and some previous studies of international and institutional collaboration may result from the limited geographical and institutional coverage of previous research whereas the current study has a global coverage and seeks results at a macro-level. This study goes beyond a simple correlation between a predictor variable and citation counts. A co-analysis of predictors is considered here and the results are therefore more reliable although factors such as impact of authors, countries or institutions not considered in the analysis may also influence the results. Furthermore, the influence of research collaboration on research citation impact is not uniform and varies across domains particularly for the institutional and international types of collaboration (Gazni & Didegah, 2010; Sooryamoorthy, 2009 ). However, the positive impact of the number of authors on the citation counts in all fields of science is generally acknowledged (Franceschet & Costanini, 2010) .
Abstract readability
Abstract readability was found to be a statistically significant determinant of decreased mean citations in Biology & Biochemistry. This variable is neither a significant determinant of citation counts nor zero citations in Chemistry and Social Sciences. The Spearman correlation between this variable and citation counts is close to zero in the three fields, although it is a negative correlation coefficient in Biology & Biochemistry and Chemistry but positive in Social Sciences. However, previous research confirmed a negative correlation between the abstract readability and citation impact of publications in the top institutions of the world (Gazni, 2011) . There are numerous readability measures available but each of them has its own limitations (Gazni, 2011) . To prevent the limitations of a single measure to negatively affect the results of the current study, a range of readability formulae was chosen to examine their associations with citation counts. But given that the different readability formulae significantly correlate with each other, the hypothesis that different formulae may differently influence the citation counts is not confirmed. However, all readability measures have two common limitations: first, they do not consider the characteristics of readers. The readers of scientific papers are experts in their own fields and have prior knowledge and interest in them; second, they fail to consider the characteristics of the text affecting text comprehension such as content familiarity, text structure, and author style (Armbruster, Osborn, & Davison, 1985) . Hence an abstract graded as difficult based on its Flesch score may not be difficult for the scholars of the field (Gazni, 2011) . On the other hand, scholars may scan the abstracts for keywords to find if a paper is relevant rather than reading the entire abstract. Therefore, this limitation may have affected the results and particularly the negative association between the readability score and article citation impact in Biology & Biochemistry may be due to this limitation.
Abstract length
The abstract length is another variable that significantly associates with increased citation counts in the three fields revealing that the longer the abstract, the higher the article citation impact, although the extent of its association is not considerable. The same result was found in Medicine: the longer the abstract, the higher the number of citations to the medical articles (Kostoff, 2007) . Perhaps an extensive abstract is a more complete representation of the paper, providing readers with more details and enabling them to decide about the paper's usefulness and this explains why an article with a longer abstract may receive more citations.
Number of keywords
The number of keywords statistically but not practically associates with decreased citations in the three fields. Keywords mainly aim at easing information retrieval that may also lead to a higher visibility. But they are mostly picked up from the title and abstract and that is probably why they are not important determinants of article citation impact.
Title length
The statistical association between the title length and citation counts reveals that the shorter the title, the higher the article citation impact in Biology & Biochemistry and Social Sciences, although the association is again of no practical significance. No significant association between this variable and citation counts was found in Chemistry. Whereas a negative correlation was found between the title length and citation counts to psychological articles (Haslam et al., 2008) , the results of Spearman correlation in the current study show a positive, although weak, correlation between this variable and citation counts in the three fields. Given that an article's title is the first point of contact with the target readers, it should be informative enough and reflective of the article's content. An informative title can be of any size and that is why the title length is not an important factor of citations based on the combined statistical model.
Paper length
In a co-analysis of the paper length together with all the other variables, the paper length is not a significant determinant of citation counts in Biology & Biochemistry and Social Sciences but it significantly associates with increased citation counts when it is individually modelled. Since this variable significantly correlates with the number of references (r~0.5; pvalue<0.001 in the three fields), it could be assumed that the paper length does not associate with increased citations unless a considerable number of references are cited. In other words, long articles with few cited references are not necessarily receiving higher number of citations in Biology & Biochemistry and Social Sciences. Conversely in Chemistry the number of pages is a significant determinant of increased citations together with the number of cited references. This suggests that long articles do not necessarily need to have a long list of cited references to receive higher number of citations in this area of science. This finding is contrary to previous studies that claim a higher citation impact for longer papers. The reason is probably that previous studies were not based on a simultaneous assessment of this variable together with some other factors (Haslam et al., 2008; Kostoff, 2007; Leimu & Koricheva, 2005a; Van Dalen & Henkens, 2005) .
Conclusion
To answer the first research question, the journal and reference impact and the number of references are all significant determinants of increased citations to articles in the three fields.
For the second question, two types of research collaboration, the number of authors and the number of countries, significantly associate with increased citations in the three fields, except that there is no significant association between the number of countries and increased citation impact in Social Sciences. Probably due to multi-collinearity, there is surprisingly a negative association with the number of institutions and the number of citations in Biology & Biochemistry and Chemistry and an insignificant association in Social Sciences. More detailed analyses with the number of authors and the number of countries held constant shows that the number of institutions is not an important citation factor.
To answer the third question, among the article size attributes, abstract length significantly associates with increased citation impact in all fields. The number of keywords and the title length statistically associate with decreased citations. Article length associates with increased citation impact only in Chemistry. In Biology & Biochemistry and Social Sciences, article length also strongly associates with on the number of references. Therefore, longer papers per se do not associate with the increased citation impact unless they include more references.
For the fourth question, the abstract readability statistically but not practically associates with decreased citations in Biology & Biochemistry and it is a significant determinant of citations neither in Chemistry nor in Social Sciences.
Finally, the JIF increases the mean citation count more in Chemistry Table 10 . The results of extra hurdle models (only the negative binomial part) for the effect of the number of institutions on citation counts using a range of different fixed numbers of authors and countries (e.g., 3au_2cnty means 3 authors from 3 different countries) 
